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A fun and outrageous take on the rainbow-bright unicorn food trend, bursting with fantastic
goodness. Unicorn food—brightly hued dishes that make you smile—has taken the world by
storm. That means the time is ripe for a book-length celebration of its many benefits. (The
rainbows! The glitter! The happiness!) So food writer and stylist Rachel Johnson has gathered
40 of her most over-the-top unicorn creations, including:Rainbow Sprinkle Waffle CakeUnicorn
Movie MixVanilla Sprinkle Puff CerealTie-Dyed Grilled CheeseUnicorn Universe Baked
DonutsDIY Rainbow PastaGlitter Pink Strawberry MarshmallowsSprinkle Cake TrufflesCurated
for maximal magic and presented in swooning full color in a gift-ready package, it’s an
expression of pure sugary joy.  
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AuthorINTRODUCTIONWelcome to the wonderful world of Unicorn Food. Filled with plenty of
sugar and magical recipes, this book is for those who seek joy in sprinkles, have glitter running
through their veins, and believe that rainbows are a way of life. Unicorn Food will always give you
joy, whether it’s in making a recipe for your friends or decorating a birthday cake with sugar and
fun. This book was written to create fun and fantasy in the kitchen by way of rainbows and
unicorns.With everything going on in the world, we need a reason to stop and celebrate little
moments that give us joy. These moments of celebration definitely require sugar cookies
brushed gold with edible luster dust. Or Choco-Tacos with homemade sprinkles. Or White Hot
Chocolate—with glitter marshmallows. This book has all of that! Gather your pals and host a
unicorn high tea or an impromptu rainbow party, just because.The Internet has been a major
inspiration for this book; rainbowifying everything from lattes to donuts has taken trending topics
by storm, and these recipes deserve a permanent place on your shelf. Whether you’re looking to
incorporate more edible glitter in your diet or need more tie-dye colored icing to reflect your
lifestyle, all these recipes are Internet-approved and are definitely Instagrammable.Let’s just get
this out of the way: no, unicorns are not real. But Swirly Sprinkle Celebration Cupcakes and



Rainbow Sprinkle Waffle Cake and Eat-the-Rainbow Fruit Salad are very real and very delicious.
The unicorn is the inspiration behind this entire cookbook in color, glitter, and uniqueness. Every
recipe draws from the free and creative spirit of the unicorn, from Candy Mountain Creambows
to the Real Deal Unicornchino (you know the one). It’s up to you to channel your inner unicorn
self and get in the kitchen!Cheers to joy, happiness, and rainbow sprinkles!UNICORN TOOL
KITPack your tool kit with everything you might need to become the ultimate unicorn
foodicorn.FOOD COLORINGThere are three main groups of food coloring: gel, liquid, and
natural. The multicolor packs you may find in the grocery store are most likely to be the liquid
kind (in dropper bottles) and will do in a pinch. The best, most vibrant colors come from the
highly concentrated gels found in most craft supply stores and easily available online. If you are
looking for colors that are free of chemicals and additives, go for natural. Those colors are
derived from highly pigmented foods such as beets, turmeric, and purple cabbage. Natural food
colors are available in many specialty grocery stores and online. I like the India Tree® brand the
best, but the three-color pack can be cost-prohibitive.A note on dying batter: to make your life
easier, dye batter in disposable paper bowls. Some of these recipes call for dividing batter and
dying it in six different colors for rainbow layers, so give yourself a break and use paper to avoid
the crazy cleanup.PIPING BAGS/TIPSMost large icing projects require a 16-inch bag, but you
could get away with dividing icing into two 12-inch bags if that’s all you have. It’s better to get
ahead of the game and use a large 16-inch bag instead of ending up with icing everywhere. I’ve
also made the mistake of purchasing small packs of piping bags and individual bags, but they
inevitably end up at the bottom of a bin for me to forget about promptly and repurchase the next
time I need them. If you’re a frequent sweets and treats maker, I recommend buying a restaurant-
grade box of large bags to keep them organized and roll them out easily when needed.When it
comes to tips, I recommend trying out different shapes and patterns to get the look you love.
There is no wrong answer when it comes to icing! My go-tos are an ⅛-inch and a ¼-inch plain
and fluted tip, but I’ll experiment with a star tip, mostly on cupcakes.SPRINKLESThe world of
pastry has moved past the rainbow jimmies! Mixing metallic dragées, colored rods, and a variety
of colored spheres creates a unique dimension on otherwise plain sweets. See pages 92–93 for
more on mixing the shapes, colors, and textures of sprinkles.EDIBLE GLITTER/LUSTER DUSTIf
you’re looking to coat your pastries in a gold finish, go for luster dust. Use a clear evaporating
liquid as your medium (clear vanilla extract or vodka) and brush luster dust onto set fondant or
solid candy coatings. If you’re just looking for a sprinkling of glitter, go for edible disco dust. Hold
the container a few inches above what you’re trying to glitterfy and gently shake the container to
coat evenly.TOPPERS AND TOYSPurchase cheap toys from the dollar store or online and spray
paint them with metallic gold paint. Unicorn figurines, rainbows, shooting stars—plastic’s the
limit! Place painted toys on your treats as decoration or table accompaniments. Cut colored
cardstock into shooting stars, rainbows, or sunburst shapes and tape them onto toothpicks or
lollipop sticks for decoration.CLEAR VANILLA EXTRACTIf you’re looking to create bright white
icing or transfer edible glitter or luster dust, be sure to seek out this specialty baking item. Now



commonly found in the spices and extracts section of most grocery stores, this vanilla has a
clarity that won’t tint with a brown color like standard vanilla extract would. Also use clear vanilla
as a medium to apply glitter or luster dust for décor.OTHER SPECIAL ITEMS YOU MIGHT
NEEDMini muffin panDonut panMilkshake glassesStand mixerCandy
thermometerBREAKFASTRainbow Swirl BreadUnicorn Universe Baked DonutsVanilla Sprinkle
Puff CerealLayered Rainbow SmoothiesRainbow Pancake StackRainbow Sprinkle Waffle
CakeEat-the-Rainbow Fruit SaladRAINBOW SWIRL BREADEvery unicorn kitchen needs a
staple bread recipe; this one just happens to be swirled with the colors of the rainbow! Let your
imagination soar with this basic white bread recipe; think fairy toast, unicorn grilled cheese, and
more.MAKES 1 loaf breadPREP TIME 2 hoursCOOK TIME 1 hour3 cups all-purpose flour1
tablespoon granulated sugar1 packet (¼ ounce) active dry yeast1 cup whole milk at room
temperature1 large egg2 tablespoons unsalted butter, softened2 teaspoons kosher saltFood
coloring (red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple)1. In a large bowl or the bowl of a stand mixer,
whisk together flour, sugar, and yeast. Add the milk, egg, butter, and salt and stir to combine.2. If
you are using a stand mixer, use the dough hook to knead the dough until it becomes smooth
and elastic to the touch, about 5–8 minutes. If you don’t have a stand mixer, stir the ingredients
to combine and knead the dough on a clean floured surface and work it by hand until it is smooth
and elastic, about 10 minutes. Set the dough in an oiled bowl and cover it with a tea towel. Let it
rise in a warm, dark place for at least 45 minutes or until it has doubled in size.3. Punch the
dough down and cut it into six even pieces. On a plastic cutting board (or any surface you’re
willing to dye with food coloring), add a different color of food coloring (about 4–5 drops or so) to
each ball of dough and knead it until the color is fully incorporated. Use gloves to prevent your
hands from staining; if you prefer, change the gloves between colors to prevent cross-
contamination. After the color is consistent throughout the dough, place the balls of dough into
six small separate bowls and cover to let rise another hour.4. One at a time, remove each
colored ball of dough and gently roll it into an 8 × 4-inch rectangle about ½-inch thick. Stack the
color rectangles on top of one another and roll the dough up into a log. Lightly grease a 9 × 5-
inch loaf pan and set the dough into the pan. Let it rise another 45 minutes or until it has doubled
in size.5. Heat the oven to 375°F and bake the dough for 35 minutes or until it is lightly browned.
Remove the loaf from the pan and let it cool completely on a rack.CHEERS TO TOAST!Tie-Dye
ToastIn four small bowls, stir 2 tablespoons of cream cheese with 1 teaspoon of honey and 2
drops of food coloring (one bowl each of green, purple, and blue). Spread the toasted swirl
bread with swirls of colored cream cheese and sprinkle with extra sprinkles and glitter.Fairy
BreadSpread the toasted bread with the desired amount of softened butter and sprinkle with
granulated sugar or colored sanding sugar and sprinkles.UNICORN UNIVERSE BAKED
DONUTSWhen the galaxy glaze trend hit the Internet, bakers lost their minds creating swirled
art on top of baked treats. Perfectly unperfect, the galaxy glaze technique intentionally streaks
different colors of icing together, creating a canvas for shooting star sprinkles and glitter star
dust.MAKES about 24 small donutsTOTAL TIME 45 minutesYOU WILL NEED donut pan, large



piping bag fitted with a ½-inch plain tipFOR THE DONUTS2½ cups all-purpose flour1½
teaspoons baking powder¼ teaspoon baking soda¾ teaspoon salt½ cup (1 stick) unsalted
butter, softened½ cup granulated sugar cup brown sugar2 large eggs1 teaspoon vanilla
extract1 cup whole milk, warmedFOR THE GLAZE1¼ cups powdered sugar, sifted1 tablespoon
unsalted butter, melted2 tablespoons heavy whipping creamFood coloring (three colors of your
choice)Edible glitter, sprinkles (for garnish)TO MAKE THE DONUTS1. Preheat the oven to
425°F. Spray two six-count donut pans with nonstick cooking spray.2. In a mixing bowl, sift
together the flour, baking powder, baking soda, and salt. In a stand mixer (or a large bowl with
hand mixer), beat together butter and sugars until smooth. Add the eggs and vanilla. Add the
flour mixture and milk alternately and mix until just combined.3. To fill the donut pans, fill a large
pastry bag (no tip required) with donut batter and pipe the batter into the wells of the pan, filling
with about ¼ inch of room remaining. Or you can simply use a spoon to spread batter into the
pan.4. Bake the donuts for 10 minutes. Remove from the oven and wait a few minutes before
turning them out of the pans onto a rack. Let them cool.TO MAKE THE GLAZE5. In a bowl,
whisk together the sugar, melted butter, and heavy whipping cream. Divide the glaze into four
bowls. Leave one bowl of glaze white and dye the other bowls of glaze to create a preferred
color palette. By the spoonful, drop random scoops of glaze back into the main bowl. Use a knife
to swirl the glaze gently.TO DECORATE THE DONUTS6. Dip each doughnut into the swirled
glaze, placing it back on the cooling rack to set. Sprinkle with edible glitter and garnish with as
many sprinkles as your unicorn heart desires.7. The doughnuts will keep in an airtight container
for up to 3 days.
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Cynthia Wondrasek, “Not sutiable for Children. I saw an advertisement on Yahoo for this book,
they showed a few recipes like Unicorn Snack Mix, Unicorn Cupcakes, Unicorn Grilled Cheese,
Unicorn Bread and Unicorn Pasta just to name a few. It looked like a really cute beginners
cookbook for my youngest Granddaughter since she likes every Pink and Girly, she is 12. I
bought the book on a shopping trip and picked up another one here on Amazon. Today I finally
took the time to look thru the book completely and was shocked to see recipes for Unicorn Jelly
Shots and Unicorn Margaritas just to name a few! Obviously not suitable for a child like its
marketed.  Had I knew this I would not of bought her one!”

MDS, “Healthier recipes than other books. I would purchase this again but not some of the
others out there. One granddaughter brought hers to the family weekend and we really could
only serve a few recipes from hers. We have 21 grandchildren and watch their sugar intake. This
one was acceptable and not every recipe was sweet. I sent mine home with the other 12 year
old granddaughter feeling she would get a lot more chances to cook from it.”

Natalie St Clair, “Gorgeous Real Food!    . This book is ADORABLE. I love that it’s not all
sugary sweets. There are healthy recipes in here that are still fun and Unicorn-y! Plus beautiful
photography, I feel like I could leave it out on my coffee table. It would also make a great Pride
present this month, if you’re into that!”

Kimberly Holland, “So fun! So colorful!. Such a fun and magical book! I recommend this for a
great stay-at-home night with your favorite young friends/kids. Lots of sprinkles! The more
sprinkles the better!”

Cpt.Awsme, “Yum. A fun activity to help teach reading”

MellyWhoDo, “Nice images. A really fun book for my baking 10 year old who also loves unicorns!
The pictures are great and the recipes are easy to follow.”

Hanna, “Great Colorful Food for People Who Aren't Necessarily Great At Cooking. So much fun!
Great recipes for someone like me who isn't great at cooking but loves to do it regardless!”

Rach, “Fun, colourful, easy to follow recipes for food with a fantasy twist!. Saw on Amazon whilst
browsing for Christmas presents. Bought as a present for a friend who is obsessed with
anything to do with unicorns. She loved it and was excited to give the recipes a go. They finally
sent me the pictures of their 1st attempt at rainbow bread. As the couple are now healthy (2021
resolution) eating, the rainbow salads and soups are becoming a regular staple too so it's not all
donuts and sprinkles!Recommend for anyone who likes whimsical, colourful and bright food!”



Lyda, “Great!. This book is so cute. Love the colours and photos. Lots of options to make
different stuff. Easy to use this book if your having a unicorn themed party or event. Its small but
still good.”

Serena Godfrey, “Beautiful Book, Lots of Fun Recipes and Ideas. This book is absolutely
beautiful to look at, so much so that my husband even commented on how he was excited for us
to use it! The recipes aren’t just for sweets but an array of bright and colourful snacks, meals and
drinks. Great value for the price and fast shipping! Would recommend for any Unicorn lovers”

carrie puiras, “Great item. Love this, fantastic details and photos. Picked it up for a Christmas
present for my daughter.”

Carli Griffin, “Satisfied with purchase. Great ideas”

The book by Rachel Johnson has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 167 people have provided feedback.
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